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Abstract. This paper summarized the problems existing in the traditional assembly process design, and analyzed the advantages and applications of assembly simulation technology. In order to address the real issues of aero-engine production, a novel assembly process applied to assembly simulation platform was established by the combination of the professional knowledge of Aero-Engine Assembly and assembly simulation technology. The convenience for aero-engine assembly process design was brought by the key technologies in flow of three-dimensional process planning, interference checking, ergonomics simulation, working state analysis, simulation Video and interactive Graphical with examples of assembly simulation technology application introducing. The conclusion that the success rate of assembly process design will be greatly improved and the assembly operators can be provided efficient assembly guidance when the assembly simulation technology used to engine assembly process design in the simulation platform, was proved with examples of engine assembly engineering.

Introduction

Aero-Engine assembly process is the turnover flow program that parts, components, big components, unit bodies, and accessories form an engine, which includes the formulation of the Process scheme, the planning of the process, etc. The traditional engine assembly process design mainly depends on the process engineer's technical level, experience, and understanding of the engine's two-dimensional drawings and other data. However, the non-intuitionality of 2D engineering drawings has brought great difficulties to the design of engine assembly processes faced on complex structures. With the introduction of three-dimensional design software, the three-dimensional model of various types of engines and the assembly tooling models required for engines’ assembly have been basically complete. The time for the development of assembly simulation technology is ripe. And by assembly simulation technology, many problems in the traditional engine assembly process design can be applied to solve.

Problems in Traditional Engine Assembly Process Design

The traditional assembly process design refers to the engine assembly process design method based on two-dimensional drawings. Its characteristic lies in transmitting engine structure and assembly relationship information by 2D drawings. The complex assembly process relies entirely on the experience and conjecture of the process engineer when the process is planned, but also the physical assembly inspection is the only assembly inspection method. The process design results are only expressed to workers by 2D drawings. It lacks consideration of the entire assembly process for this process design method. And it is difficult to find and analyze the human factors in the assembly process, as well as the impact on the actual factors such as gravity. The main problems in traditional assembly process design are summarized as follows 6 points:

1) The process planning cycle is long and the level of optimization is low. The traditional process planning is two-dimensional planning, and the process engineer needs to consult a large number of drawings and documents to digest and absorb. This requires a long-term process. In addition, due to the inconspicuousness of 2D drawings, it is difficult for engineers to make overall plans for problems in all aspects and process. It is difficult to
compare and optimize multiple sets of process plans to form the final plan during the process planning stage.

2) One-time success rate for assembly tooling design is low. The environment in two-dimensional design does not have three-dimensional detection capability. There are few effective testing methods for some interference or unreasonable parts in tooling design, which is the root cause of the one-time success rate.

3) During the process design, the coordination among humans, machines, and the environment in different operations cannot be analyzed. The conflict in human strength and movement and the use of tool space requirements leads to the difficulty of achieving the process plan due to the worker's operational factors or the use of tools.

4) The process design is carried out in the mind of the process engineer, and the actual assembly process will have a variety of different factors, such as gravity, centrifugal force in the assembly process, etc. These factors are difficult to completely take into account in the imagination so they are always ignored. It will lead to mistakes in the process plan and deviations in the implementation process.

5) Works lack effective training materials. At present, the process engineer mainly explains the implementation process and train workers based on two-dimensional drawings and assembly procedures. The structure of the engine is complex, but this teaching material lacks vivid, intuitive and dynamic teaching methods as a demonstration, resulting in a long training cycle, low efficiency, and rising labor costs.

6) Processing procedure which uses two-dimensional drawings and explanatory documents as the main content, expresses the assembly process information by two-dimensional engineering drawings, is poor of visual and interactive nature. It is necessary to express assembly information with a large number of words, which leads to poor comprehensibility and ambiguity.

**Assembly Process Design Based on Assembly Simulation Technology**

Assembly simulation is a technology based on the three-dimensional solid model of the product, using computer technology, information technology and artificial intelligence technology to plan assembly process and simulate the actual assembly process\(^{[5]}\). Assembly process design based on assembly simulation is one of the key technologies for digital design and manufacturing. It is mainly based on the three-dimensional model of the product to conduct a comprehensive modeling and simulation of the engine assembly process, including assembly path planning, human-machine coordination operation simulation, Tolerance analysis, ergonomics simulation, etc. It provides complete solutions with product assembly verification, assembly process planning and analysis, assembly operation training and guidance, and assembly process demonstration for the design and manufacture of various complex products\(^{[6]}\).

A three-dimensional process design flow was built on the basis of the simulation platform based on the assembly simulation of the assembly process, as in Figure.1. With the assembly simulation interference clearance inspection, human-machine engineering simulation, working status analysis, simulation video export and other means, it can optimize various possible engine assembly schemes iteratively. A reasonable, economical and ergonomic assembly plan is obtained finally. At the same time, it can export the process design results such as video etc., and compile interactive and structured assembly procedures. With what, it achieves the purpose as optimizing process design, reducing physical manufacturing, shortening the development cycle, reducing costs, increasing the training speed of assembly operators, and improving assembly quality and efficiency.
The assembly process design based on assembly simulation technology takes the 3D model as the sole headstream of data. A virtual assembly environment is established on the simulation platform. With assembly simulation as the core technical process, it solves the problems that the traditional engine assembly process design mainly relies on the assembly experience and knowledge of some process engineers, as well as the difficulty of design, low efficiency, and low optimization level. The three-dimensional process planning technology, interferometric gap inspection technology, human-machine simulation technology, working status analysis technology, simulation video output technology, interactive graphic preparation technology and other assembly simulation key technologies of assembly simulation can effectively complete the BOM reconstruction, and introduce practical factors and Human-machine influence, simulation inspection of process planning results, and production of concise and easy-to-understand process diagrams and assembly guidance videos, which can solve the above-mentioned problems in traditional assembly to a large extent.

### Application of Key Technologies in Assembly Simulation

#### Three-dimensional Process Planning Technology

The 3D process planning technology uses engine 3D numerical simulation and design BOM to directly perform engine assembly process planning within the simulation platform, formulate component model assembly sequence and assembly path, and validates the feasibility and rationality of assembly sequence and assembly path planning through simulation. It is very convenient to deal with the model in the three-dimensional environment. The process engineer can design multiple sets of solutions and verify its rationality.

At present, the Three-dimensional process planning method is mainly adopted “The product can be assembled which can be installed”. The disassembly sequence of the product is determined by disassembling the assembly model, and the order of disassembly sequence is the assembly inverted sequence of the product.

When the central transmission gearbox assembly sequence is planned, the central transmission gearbox assembly model is divided into the eight component parts (2-9) shown in Figure. 2 in turn, in which the component 6 (drive gear component) is split into four in turn. The parts (10-13) and the assembly 8 (driven gear assembly) are divided into nine components (14-22), and the assembly...
sequence of each component is obtained in reverse order. According to the dismantling result, the entire assembly is divided into driven gear component assembling (assembly sequence such as blue line display), drive gear component assembling (assembly sequence as green line display), central drive gear component final assembling (assembly sequence as red line display), as three big processes, twenty-one steps.

Figure 2. Three-dimensional planning for assembly sequence.

Through the three-dimensional process planning technology, the efficiency of assembly planning is greatly improved, and the conversion of the product from the design BOM to the process BOM is completed quickly. Its intuitive expression, clear separation plane, can be convenience for the process engineer to plan and verify a variety of programs. Assembly planning through 3D models reduces the time required for consulting a large number of drawings. The planning results can be visually verified through the model, greatly improving the efficiency and quality of assembly process design.

Interference and Space Clearance Inspection Technology

The function of interference and space clearance inspection is used to perform collision analysis, contact analysis and clearance analysis on the assembly model, and determine the degree of interference between the components. Interference can be divided into static interference and dynamic interference. Static interference mainly due to design errors, there are defects in the geometry and size of parts, resulting in interference between the internal parts of the assembly and parts. Dynamic interference refers to the collision between the movement of the parts and the rest of the assembly.

Interference and space clearance inspection is an important method to determine whether the assembly tooling design is reasonable. The reality shows that the assembly tooling design fails, mostly because of interference, and the interference directly affects the rationality of the tooling design. Before the tooling design is finalized, it must be eliminated.

After the assembly tooling model is assembled with the engine model, it is possible to visually inspect whether there is static interference between the tooling and the engine model through the static interference. With the dynamic simulation of the tooling function, interactive interference inspection can be used to visually detect whether there is dynamic interference in the tooling model during it using with the engine.

Figure 3 shows the results of the Interference and space clearance inspection between the holder bracket of engine assembly automobile and the pipeline of engine when the engine is being finally assembled. The interference is shown with colored lines. The analysis shows that due to the
unreasonable design of the bracket and the interference between the bracket and the engine pipeline, it is necessary to extend the support shaft and adjust the bracket outwards.

Figure 3. Result of intervention analysis.

The interference and space clearance inspection can help process engineer to discover the defects or errors in the assembly tooling design during the design phase. This has great significance for improving the quality of the tooling design, saves the tooling design cost and ensures the model assembly cycle. With interference and space clearance analysis, structural interference that is difficult to find in a two-dimensional design environment can be visually displayed in the three-dimensional model, improving the one-time success rate of tooling design.

**Ergonomics Simulation Technology**

The ergonomics simulation technology ensures the feasibility and comfort of workers when performing process operations and ensures the high quality of assembly work. According to the process planning, a assembly tool instance is selected from the tool library for simulation, and the corresponding posture of the human body is matched from the human posture database to realize the motion association between the tool and the human posture. Analyze the point of view of the assembly operator, verify and analyze the accessibility of the tool in combination with the visual range, simulate the human work and perform comfort analysis, and determine the excellent accessibility of the tool according to the visual range of the viewpoint and the requirements of the operation. For the unreachable situation, modify the assembly tool to modify and improve the process, such as tool transformation, human posture transformation, viewpoint conversion.

The analysis of the transportation and assembly of the low-pressure turbine with man-machine ergonomics simulation can ensure the using comfort of the low-pressure turbine assembly vehicle and the reasonable range of the operator's view when operating the product on the vehicle shown in Figure.4. The simulation also ensure openness of the operating space and visual space. At the same time, from the operator’s point of view, the rationality of the layout of the factory will be analyzed accordingly.
During the actual assembly process of the engine, due to the effects of temperature, rotation speed, etc., the assembly parameters of the working state and the theoretical state of the machine parts will change, thereby affecting the engine assembly results[8]. By simulating the working state of the engine, applying the corresponding simulation algorithm, introducing the actual force of the product and the assembly force generated by the assembly process, analyzing the changes of the parameters under the working state of the product, and predicting the actual assembly process under the state of the theoretical model. Simulate the actual state of various parameters, thereby iterating on the process, improves assembly quality.

For example, in the process of measuring the unbalance of the fan rotor, the static unbalance and the couple unbalance will change under actual working conditions due to blade rake and blade gravity. This will cause the final assembly result to be inconsistent with the actual results. With the simulation analysis under the working state, the change of the position of the blade’s barycenter with the rotation of the fan is introduced during the simulation process, and finally the process parameters under the actual working state can be obtained, as in Figure.5. The optimal arrangement method of the fan blade is calculated, the assembly quality is improved, and the condition of Fan rotor vibration is reduced.
Simulation Video Export Technology

The number of engine parts is numerous, and the assembly movements are basically three kinds of movements, translations, rotations, deformations and their combinations. On the time series, the assembly sequence and assembly movements are coordinated with the adjustment of visual angle (convenient observation), with necessary rendering and assembly highlights, which form corresponding assembly animation to demonstrate assembly process of engine parts. And it can be used to guide field assembly.

The assembly process simulation is an iterative optimization process for the assembly process design. The simulation animation and video generated by it can effectively guide the field assembly. It is the best training material. It intuitively and vividly demonstrates the real process of the engine parts assembly. The assembly operator can clearly understand the assembly operation steps, deepen their understanding of the entire operation process, and play an exemplary role, thereby improving work efficiency and assembly quality, and reducing mis-operation. The use of three-dimensional animation training for assembly operators, intuitive, visual and efficient, saves a lot of training costs.

Figure. 6 is a simulation video of the assembly of the high-pressure turbine rotor. The mode of video is a vector. It can be flipped and free-scalable, making it easy for the assembly operator to observe in all directions. The main window demonstrates the assembly process of the vortex rotor. The film below is an index of the video. Click on this to immediately demonstrate the assembly of the step.
Interactive Graphical Technology

The three-dimensional illustration is a high-definition picture with a three-dimensional effect that is output using the assembly simulation software. With the simulation software, the three-dimensional illustration of the simulation output can be provided with the interactive function to the users. At the same time the engine structural information and the operation guide of assembly tooling method can be expressed visually.

In the three-dimensional illustration, the axial explosion map can roughly illustrate the assembly sequence of the parts of the product. The Section Cuts of three-dimensional is used to express the internal structure of the assembly body and the relative position relationship of parts. The three-dimensional annotation can accurately represent the mutual installation positions of the parts. Using of partial enlarged drawing can express the details of the assembly, and perspective or transparent for assembly body can be enable to see the internal structure of the assembly. Users can quickly locate and browse all structure of engine and assembly tooling by clicking, selecting and other operations. The comprehensive application of these methods can intuitively describe the engine assembly information.

The complex assembly information of the engine can be intuitively transmitted by the three-dimensional illustration to form an effective interaction mode, which will greatly improve the understandability of the processing procedure. The three-dimensional illustration is used in the assembly process procedure, as shown in Figure 7, which replaces the original two-dimensional diagram will greatly increase the comprehensibility of the process specification, and avoid the occurrence of mis-assembly and missing-assembly due to misunderstandings.

![Three-Dimension Graphics](image)

Figure 7. Three-Dimension Graphics.

Conclusion

This article describes the procedure of engine assembly process design in the assembly simulation platform, as well as the application research and specific practice of its six key technologies in the engine assembly process design. By the research work of this dissertation, it is verified that assembly process design based on assembly simulation technology is an effective method for planning, testing engine assembly process and exploring optimization schemes, and can solve many problems in the procedure of engine traditional assembly process design.
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